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PRODUCTION OF �0, �, ! AND EXOTIC LOW MASSMESONS IN N�N SCATTERING �B. Tatisheffay, J. Yonneta, M.P. Rekaloa;b z, M. BoivinM.P. Cometsa, P. Courtat a, R. Gaougnollea, Y. Le BorneaE. Loireleuxa, F. Reidea, and N. WillisaaInstitut de Physique Nuléaire, CNRS/IN2P3, 91406 Orsay Cedex, FranebMiddle East Tehnial University, Physis Department, Ankara 06531, TurkeyLab. National Saturne, CNRS/IN2P3, 91191 Gif-sur-Yvette Cedex, Frane(Reeived July 20, 2000)The di�erential ross setions of light meson prodution: X = �0; � and! were measured in ~pp ! ppX reation. A theoretial analysis based ons-hannel ontributions in 2+ and 1� intermediate states was performed.Narrow peaks were looked for between � and ! meson masses, and wereextrated at 588, 608, 647, 681 and 700 MeV. The evidene for their exis-tene is disussed in aordane with the orresponding number of standarddeviations (SD).PACS numbers: 13.85.Hd, 13.85.Ni, 14.40.Cs, 25.10.+sLight mesons: �0, �, and ! were produed in ~pp ! ppX reations atTp = 1:52; 1:805; 2:1GeV (from 0Æ up to 17Æ lab.) at Saturne Spes3 beamline. The orresponding ross setions and analyzing powers were observedin the missing massMX . Both protons were observed in the same detetion.Cross setions were obtained using a simulation ode to allow orretions.They were normalized by (�pp1�pp2) whih vary with MX , aeptanes,and inident �ux. Their extration was performed, using polynomials forbakground and gaussians for peaks. The detetion and data proessingwere already desribed [1℄.Data were ompared to theoretial urves alulated with s-hannelgraphs, taking into aount JP = 1� and 2+ intermediate states.� Presented at the Meson 2000, Sixth International Workshop on Prodution, Proper-ties and Interation of Mesons, Craow, Poland, May 19�23, 2000.y e-mail: tati�ipno.in2p3.frz Permanent adress: National Siene Center; KFTI, Kharkov 310108, Ukraine(2339)



2340 B. Tatisheff et al.Both experimental and alulated data were shared into two parts, de-pending on the two proton invariant mass: (a) small Mpp � 2Mp, 1S0 stateand (b) all Mpp events.The omplete results will be published elsewhere. We only illustratehere our results with a few examples. Fig. 1 (left) shows the ross setionfor pp ! pp� prodution at 1520 MeV. Full (dashed) urve orresponds toevents without uts on the invariant mass of the two proton �nal state Mpp(with the following uts: Mpp � 2Mp + 5 MeV). In ase of 1S0(Mpp) state(2Mp � Mpp � 2Mp + 5 MeV seletion), it was not possible to extrat anyross setion, in agreement with our model. The angular dependane isdesribed by the following equation:d�d
 � = A(1 + os2 #) +B�os2 #� 13�2 ; (1)where B=A is the ratio of 2+ over 1� intermediate states, and is lose to 2�1at Tp = 1:52 GeV, in agreement with the result of the study of ~pp! �++�0reation at the same energy [2℄. Fig. 1 (right) shows the ross setion forpp ! pp! prodution at 2100 MeV. Dashed (full) urve orresponds toevents without uts on the invariant mass of the two proton �nal state Mpp(with the following uts: 2Mp �Mpp � 2Mp + 5MeV).

Fig. 1.Several narrow strutures were extrated in the mass range 560 �MX �750 MeV. Indeed the data do show narrow strutures at 588, 608, 647, 681and 700 MeV whih were not identi�ed in previous works. Fig. 2 (left)shows a seletion of some results. These data orrespond to 9Æ lab., and inaddition to � meson peak, they show several narrow strutures, from top tobottom:



Prodution of �0, �, ! and . . . 2341(a) Tp=1805 MeV, forward .m. angles, and strutures at M=588 MeV(SD= 4) and M=647 MeV (SD= 4:6), where SD is the number ofstandard deviations;(b) Tp=2100 MeV, bakward .m. angles, and strutures at M=588 and608 MeV;() Tp=2100 MeV, forward .m. angles, 1S0 uts for Mpp, and struturesat M=647 and 753 MeV.These masses were ompared with suess, to values obtained using thefollowing two parameter phenomenologial mass formula [3℄ for two quarklusters:M = M0 +M1[i1(i1 + 1) + i2(i2 + 1) + (13)s1(s1 + 1) + (13 )s2(s2 + 1)℄ : (2)
 (a)

Fig. 2.



2342 B. Tatisheff et al.This omparison is shown in Fig. 2 (right) for the values: M1=30 (27)MeV and M0=310 (357) MeV for q3 � �q3 (q4 � �q4) lusters respetively.Due to large degenerasy involve by equation (2), another value for M0(M0=519 MeV), allow to get the same level sheme between 627 and 753MeV in ase of (q4 � �q4) lusters. The formula allows to predit possiblespins and isospins for these possible spin and isospin values will levels. Fordi�erent M0, the be di�erent. An enhanement at M�+��=759 MeV wasalready observed [4℄ in the np ! np�+�� reation at Dubna. A stateat M = 749�30 MeV (� = 32�17 MeV) was extrated from the triplepion e�etive mass of the ��A ! �+����A reation [5℄. A state alled�(750)00++, M = 744 � 5 MeV, � = 77 � 22 MeV was extrated from the��p! ���+n reation [6℄. REFERENCES[1℄ B. Tatishe� et al., Phys. Rev. C59, 1878 (1999).[2℄ J. Yonnet et al., Nul. Phys. A637, 63 (1998).[3℄ P.J. Mulders, A.T. Aerts, J.J. de Swart, Phys. Rev. D21, 2653 (1980).[4℄ Yu.A. Troyan et al., JINR Rapid Communiations, No. 5 [91�98℄, 1998, p. 33.[5℄ Yu. Ivanshin et al., Nuovo Cimento A107, 2885 (1994).[6℄ I.G. Alekseev et al., Phys. At. Nul. 61, 174 (1998).


